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Abstract
The spalting fungus Scytalidium cuboideum secretes a red pigment that produces naphthoquinonic
crystals that are a photonic material candidate. The molecule can pack together in different
configurations resulting in amazingly different optical properties. I developed a procedure (slowly
evaporating the solvent) to preferentially grow two of these configurations, which have a stark color
difference of red and orange. The red crystals have a photoluminescence signal two orders of
magnitude greater than the orange crystals and is the determination between red and orange crystals,
along with the striking color difference. The red crystals are needle like and fluoresce around 620nm
(2eV). The orange crystals are a bulkier needle that fluoresce around 520nm (2.38eV). The orange
crystals grow most readily. The red crystals grow under the same conditions as orange, but the ratio
is around 95% orange and 5% red. To promote red crystal growth from an acetone solution, the
solution was held at 59°C and left overnight resulting entirely in red crystal growth. The red crystals
grow into long needles and when one end of the crystal is hit with a laser the other end will light
up as well, showing these red crystals have waveguiding potential. The optical properties of this
material in solution and how the optical properties change for the different packing configurations
are determined using transmission absorption and emission spectroscopy. The excited state
lifetimes were measured using time correlated single photon counting. Not only does this material
have photonic applications but it is also sustainably sourced from a fungus and easy to process.
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Introduction
Motivation
Organic optoelectronic and photonic materials are exciting due to their low cost, solution
processability and tunable properties. Fungi-derived pigments been shown to have remarkable
stability [1] and are being explored for their use in solar cells, transistors, and other optoelectronic
and photonic devices. One of the big issues with organic materials in devices is the tendency to
degrade meaning a short effective lifetime for devices. The spalting fungus Scytalidium cuboideum
secretes a red pigment that produces naphthoquinone crystals [2] and is potentially the only known
fungus to naturally do so. The molecule can pack together in different configurations resulting in
amazingly different optical properties.

Prior knowledge
The spalting fungus Scytalidium cuboideum secretes a pigment called Draconin Red [1]. It was first
identified chemically by Golinski et al. in 1995 [3] and has been shown to have potential as a textile
dye [4], paint colorant [5] and even (opto)electronic dervices[6]. However, none of its optical or
electrical properties have been quantified. It is known to crystalize into two polymorphs of different
colors red and orange [2].

Figure 1: Red and orange crystals. [2] The scale bar reads 50 μm.
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Figure 1.1: Red pigment molecule tautomers. Tautomer 1 left and tautomer 2 right [2].

Figure 1.2: Red pigment in a vial provided by Prof. Robinson’s lab
at OSU Wood Science and Engineering Department.
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Background
When a photon is absorbed by a molecule, the energy absorbed is used to redistribute the electrons
into a higher energy configuration. There are electronic states and in each electronic state there are
also vibrational states. An electron can be promoted into any of the vibrational states within an
electronic state. Higher energy states are more unstable than lower energy states and decay or relax
back down in energy. During relaxation, transitioning between electronic states requires the
electron to be in the lowest vibrational state of that electronic state. An electron can relax into any
of the vibrational states of a lower energy electronic state and can be modeled as a vibronic
progression [7]. Fluorescence is a radiative transition between electronic states. Photoluminescence
(PL) is the emission of a photon after a photon is absorbed. The energy difference between the
transitioning states is the energy of the emitted photon. The energy of the emitted photon is always
lower than the energy of the absorbed photon due to vibrational relaxation [8]. The red and orange
crystal types differ vastly in their photoluminescent response to 532 nm excitation as shown in
Figure 1.3.

Figure 1.3: (left) Crystals illuminated by white light. (right) 532 nm excitation. Image is red due
to filter cutting out laser light. The red crystals are seen to be significantly more fluorescent than
the orange crystals.
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X-ray diffraction (XRD) is used to measure crystal lattice structure. It works by bouncing X-rays
off a sample at various incident angles. A detector measures the reflected light and at crystal
specific angles the light bouncing off crystal layers will constructively interfere and the spacing
can be determined using Bragg’s law.
2𝑑𝑠𝑖𝑛(θ) = 𝑛λ
Equation 1: Bragg’s law, d is the spacing between diffracting planes, θ is the incident angle, n is
an integer, and λ is the wavelength of the X-rays.
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Figure 1.4: Bragg reflection schematic. (wikipedia)
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Methods
All glassware is cleaned with acetone, isopropyl alcohol, deionized water, and blown dry with air
prior to use.

Crystal growth method
The solid red pigment material is provided by Prof. Robinson’s lab at OSU Wood Science and
Engineering Department. The solid material is then dissolved in a solvent such as acetone,
chlorobenzene, isopropyl alcohol or water, to obtain a solution seen in figure 2. Solutions are
labeled with creation date, creator, solvent, solute, and concentration if known. The crystal growth
method that has yielded the most success is slowly evaporating the solvent. As the solvent
evaporates the solubility of the solution goes down forcing the solute to crystalize. Slower
evaporation allows for larger and higher quality crystals to grow so chlorobenzene is a better
solvent choice than acetone due to their respective boiling points 131°C and 56°C. A small amount
(5-20μL) of the red pigment solution is drop cast onto a clean microscope slide in a petri dish.
Quickly the petri dish is sealed with a sheet of parafilm and left undisturbed until all the solvent
has evaporated leaving behind the red pigment crystals figure 2.1. The petri dish is labeled with
creation date, creator, original solution and any other pertinent information.

A.
B.
C.
D.
Figure 2: Red pigment in Chlorobenzene. Solution B was made from Solution A. Solution D was
made from Solution C. Solutions A and C are approximately 10mM. Solutions B and D are
approximately 240μM. Solutions A and C are from different batches of supplied red pigment and
yielded consistent results between the two of no red crystals grown from the 10mM solution and
red crystals grown from the 240μM solution.
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A.

B.
C.

D.
Figure 2.1: Red pigment crystals. Crystals A grown from solution in Fig 2 A. Crystals B grown
from solution in Fig 2 B. Crystals C grown from solution in Fig 2 C. Crystals D grown from
solution in Fig 2 D.
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Inducing bulk red crystal growth

Figure 3: Material extracted from red pigment dissolved in acetone. Beaker on hotplate with air
blown across the top.
Bulk material extraction from solution was first attempted by evaporating the solvent on a hot plate
and blowing air across the top. The material extracted this way is seen in figure 3.

Run 1

Figure 3.1: Setup for run 1. Not seen is rubber stopper in the neck.
Using a round bottom flask and a water bath figure 3.1. The water level was below the solution
level. The hollow rod is filled with acetone to evaporate and creates a colder spot inside the flask
where the evaporating solvent condenses and drips back into the solution. Since one of the stopper
holes is left open the container is not sealed, the acetone can evaporate and escape. When the
9

solution level reaches the water level crystals start to grow. The apparatus is left undisturbed until
all the solution has evaporated. Then the flask is raised out of the water bath and some
unevaporated liquid seems to leak out of the crystals. The flask is raised out of the water bath and
rotated so that the liquid pools in a spot away from the rest of the crystals. On this run most of the
crystals that grew were a brown orange but there were a few spots of red crystals. This flask sat on
the shelf for about a week.

Run 2
The areas of red crystal were scraped and removed from the flask. The scraped red crystal material
was collected and dissolved into chlorobenzene. The flask is now filled with enough acetone to
dissolve everything inside. the material that came out when the flask is removed from the water
bath was the last to dissolve. The same setup as the first run with the water bath and the stopper
with a hollow rod filled with acetone except the flask is submerged such that the water level is at
the neck of the round bottom flask. The apparatus is then left undisturbed until all the solution has
evaporated. The flask is removed from the water bath and rotated 90° the fluid comes out and pools
away from the rest of the crystals. The crystals that grew (Figure 3.2) were still mostly brown
orange however a much larger region of red crystals grew. The amount of red crystal grown went
from around 12 1 sq. mm spots to about an 1/8 of the growth region.

Figure 3.2: Crystals grown from run 2. Most of the red crystals can be seen here and a few scatter
spots can be seen from other angles. Also not shown is the material that falls out after the beaker
is removed from the water bath.
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Run 3
The red crystals were scraped from the flask leaving a thin outline of the red crystal region and the
collected material is dissolved into the red crystal scrapings solution. The flask is filled approx.
1/3 full with fresh acetone and the contents dissolve. This time the exact same setup as the second
run. There were still brown orange crystals growing but the surface area covered by red crystal
was larger than run 2 (Figures 3.3-3.6).

Figure 3.3: Crystals grown from run 3. significantly more red crystals grown than in run 2.

Figure 3.4: The fallout fluid from run 3.
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Figure 3.5: Crystals grown from run 3.

Figure 3.6: Crystals grown from run 3. The line in the red crystals is the path the fluid took when
falling out after being removed from the water bath.
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Run 4

Figure 3.7: Setup for run 4.
In this run the rubber stopper and hollow glass rod were not used and the temperature of the water
bath was set around 59°C. In previous runs the temperature was not measured but it was higher
than 59°C. With the acetone slowly evaporating and the temperature of the water bath holding
steady at 59°C (observed over 45 min) I left the lab and returned in the morning. The crystals that
grew are close to 100% red crystals (figures 3.8-3.10) and are more transparent than the opaque
red crystals grown from runs 1-3. There was no fallout fluid left behind but something a similar
color seen in figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.8: Almost entirerly red crystals from run 4.

Figure 3.9: Crystallized fallout fluid. Also, the crystals are growing radially at the bottom and
circumferentially above that.
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Figure 3.10: Some of the regions eroded by the acetone rolling down the walls are seen to
fluoresce the brightest seen under a UV lamp.

Figure 3.11: Red crystals vs orange crystals under a UV lamp.
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Absorption
A broadband light source is used to expose the material to many wavelengths. By sending the light
through a clean microscope slide or cuvette filled with solvent a reference spectrum can be
obtained. This calibrates the case of no absorption from the sample material. Then the light source
is blocked, and a dark spectrum can be obtained. This calibrates the case of all the light is absorbed
by the sample material. Now the sample material can have light sent through and the absorption
can be measured. The broadband source used is a Fiber-Lite DC-950 from Dolan-Jenner industries.
Spectrometer used is an Ocean Optics USB 2000.

Figure 4: Absorption of red pigment in solution.

Figure 4.1: Experimental setup for measuring absorption of crystal.
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Photoluminescence
A photoluminescence (PL) measurement determines what wavelengths of light are emitted after
the absorption of a photon. The emitted wavelengths are independent of the incident laser
wavelength and depend on the geometry of the molecule. For a PL measurement, a sample is
placed in the beam path and the emitted light is collected and sent into a spectrometer.
Spectrometer used is an Ocean Optics USB2000-FLG. A FemtoPower HE1060-5uj that has
been frequency doubled is used for 532nm excitation, along with a 532nm razors edge Cut

off filter.

Figure 4.2: Experimental setup for measuring PL from solution (left) and crystal (right).

Time resolved photoluminescence
The method used in this experiment is time-correlated-single-photon-counting (TCSPC). TCSPC
uses a pulse laser to measure the time between excitation pulse and a fluorescence event. Only a
single photon is emitted per absorbed photon and the lifetime of the excited state is random within
some range depending on what decay processes take place. By measuring many fluorescence
events the most probable decay processes can be determined. The laser has a pulse width of 20ps.
A PDM from Micro Photon Devices is used to count the photons. A Timeharp 200 card from
Picoquaint is used in the computer to handle the data acquisition. This system is good for
measuring lifetimes greater than 250ps.

Figure 4.3: PL lifetimes experimental setup for solution (left) and crystal (right).
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Results and Discussion
Crystal growth
Single crystal
The concentration of the red pigment solution affects what type of crystal grows.
Many crystals
Between run 1 and 2 the differences are the water level of the water bath. For run 1 the bulb of the
round bottom flask was about halfway submerged and on run 2 the bulb was completely submerged.
Other potential differences are initial solution concentration and water bath temperature. On run 1
the solution was from the stock solution of red pigment dissolved in acetone from the forestry
department and the flask was about 60% full. For run 2 the material extracted from run 1 was
dissolved with acetone such that the flask was about 60% full. The round bottom flask was
submerged due to the observation on run 1 that the crystals started to grow when the solution level
reached the water bath level. On run 3 the material extracted from run 2 was dissolved with acetone
such that the flask was about 30% full and everything else should have been the same as run 2
except on run 2 the flask was submerged and then the temperature of the water bath was increased
and on run 3 the flask was submerged into the hot water bath . On run 4 the solution was fresh stock
solution and flask was submerged then the temperature of the water bath was set at 59°C.
Run 1 shows that bulk red crystal growth is possible but brown orange crystals are preferred.
Run 2 shows that temperature uniformity across the system aids all crystal growth.
Run 3 shows that temperature uniformity across the system affects crystal growth.
Run 4 shows that entirely red crystal growth is possible.
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Absorption
Solution absorption spectra figure 5 shows a complex tautomeric structure that can be fit with a
double vibronic progression [9]. The 0-0 transition occurs at 2.24eV for tautomer 1 and 2.33 eV
for tautomer 2. The vibrational energies are .17 eV for tautomer 1 and .16 eV for tautomer 2. The
vibrational level spacing of tautomer 1 is .16eV and tautomer 2 is .15eV.

2.33
2.24

Figure 5: Red pigment in chlorobenzene fit with a double vibronic progression.

Figure 5.1: Crystal vs solution. The redshift of the crystal spectra is to be expected due to

an increase in intermolecular interactions in the crystal phase. The red crystal data is from
two different red crystals of different size and thickness.
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Photoluminescence

The vibrational levels of the first excited state are similarly spaced to the vibrational levels of the
ground state so most PL spectra look like a mirror image of the absorption [8]. In CB solution there
is a Stokes shift of .08eV (20nm). In red crystal there is an apparent Stokes shift of .16 eV (46nm).
In red crystal there is self-absorption from the 0-0 transition and only two vibrational levels are
seen in the ground state compared to solutions 4. Red crystal PL is red shifted by .04 eV (12nm).
The PL from red crystals are over two orders of magnitude brighter than orange crystals seen in
figures 3.11 and 5.3. The elucidation of the mechanism for such drastic differences in PL requires
further work.

Figure 5.2: PL and absorption. Solution and red crystal PL are measured with 523 nm excitation.
Orange Crystal PL is measured with 355nm excitation.
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Figure 5.3: Red and orange crystal photoluminescence response.

Figure 5.4: When exciting a small region of the red crystal some of the emitted light is
waveguided down the length of the crystal making the tips glow.
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Lifetimes
The fluorescence lifetime is defined as the time it takes for the fluorescence intensity to decrease
1
to 𝑒 of the initial value [2]. Using this definition, the lifetimes are 550±50ps for solution and
710±50ps for red crystals.

Figure 5.5: Red crystal PL lifetime fit with mono exponential and instrument response function
(IRF).

Figure 5.6: Red pigment in CB solution PL lifetime fit with mono exponential and instrument
response function (IRF).
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X-ray diffraction

Figure 5.7: XRD data
The peaks confirm the crystallinity of the red crystals. The sample was the red crystals grown
from run 3. The region of red crystals in figure 3.4 was scraped out and then smooshed between
two microscope slides.
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Conclusion
The crystals grown from the secretions of the spalting fungus Scytalidium cuboideum have been
shown to grow into at least two differently packed crystals (red and orange)
that have amazingly different optical properties. The red crystals are the most exciting and are
shown to have waveguide properties, furthering the red pigment’s potential as a photonic
material. It has been shown that the different crystal packings are reversible and can be
preferentially grown. For single crystal growth, lowering the concentration from 10mM to 240μM
turned no red crystal growth into 40/60 red and orange. In bulk 100% red crystal growth was
achieved from an acetone solution using a round-bottom flask in a water bath at 59°C.
X-ray diffraction was performed on red crystals and confirmed crystallinity.
The photoluminescence spectrum of red and orange crystals was measured. The excited state
lifetime of red pigment in solution (chlorobenzene) and of the red crystals was measured to be
550±50ps and 710±50ps. Significant information about the internal crystal structure was unable to
be gained from the absorption data of single crystals. This was likely due to the crystals thin needle
like structure and being too thick. I believe this problem can be solved in the crystal growing process
but that will be left as an exercise for the reader.
More work needs to be done on exploring crystal growth and the factors that allow for control over
crystal packing. The absorption of these crystals needs to be measured. X-ray diffraction should
be performed on orange crystals. Controlling crystal orientation has yet to be explored, a potential
start would be textured substrates. The electrical properties need to be explored, however control
over crystal orientation would be desired first. This would allow for control of the geometry
between the crystal and the electrodes. The temperature and polarization dependence of crystal
absorption and photoluminescence has yet to be quantified.
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Appendix

Appendix 1: Interesting red crystal growth.
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Appendix 2: Red crystal PL from crystals grown from different solvents
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Appendix 3: Red and Orange crystals under white light (bottom). 532nm excitation (top).
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Appendix 4: Some sort of coating on orange crystals? 355nm excitation.
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Appendix 5: Crystals from red pigment in DI water.
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Appendix 6: PL from the different rectangles seen in appendix 5.

Appendix 7: Rectangles absorption at different polarizations 0-360°, 10° steps.
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Appendix 8: Red and orange crystals.
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Appendix 9: Red and orange crystals.
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Appendix 10: Large red crystals. Not as fluorescent as the bright red ones.
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Appendix 11: Orange crystals.
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Appendix 12: Red and orange crystals.
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Appendix 13: Red crystal PL from 355nm and 532nm excitation.
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Appendix 14: Red crystal PL at different incident power (top) and integrated spectrum (bottom).
Collecting light from the same spot the laser is exciting. The actual incident power is unknown.
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Appendix 15: Red crystal PL at different incident power (top) and integrated spectrum (bottom).
Collecting light from one side of crystal and exciting with laser on the other side. The actual
incident power is unknown.
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Appendix 16: Between two orthogonal polarizers. The most concentrated solution I could make
with CB. A few red gems here and there but mostly large aggregates of pigment material.
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Appendix 17: Between two orthogonal polarizers. Crystals grown from the red crystal scrapings
from runs 1-3. While some may look red none of the crystals shown here fluoresce like the true
red crystals do.
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